


Introducing our fiberglass ice fishing house, the ultimate companion for any ice fishing 
adventure. Designed to withstand the harsh winter conditions, this fiberglass structure 
offers exceptional durability and insulation to keep you comfortable and warm throughout 
your fishing experience.

Crafted with precision and attention to detail, our ice fishing house features a sleek and 
modern design, blending seamlessly into the frozen landscape. Constructed with high
quality fiberglass materials, it provides superior strength, making it lightweight and easy 
to transport.
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STANDARD FEATURES
FIBERGLASS STRUCTURE
PLASTIC MOLDED INTERIOR
ALUMINUM FRAME
FRONT OVERHEAD CABINETS W/NETS
FRONT BASE CABINET
FRONT BENCH CABINET
25,000 BTU DUCTED FURNACE
45 AMP CONVERTER
DUAL LP TANKS
SPARE TIRE
GROUP 27 BATTERY
ACRYLIC INSULATED WINDOWS
SCREENS AND BLINDS
HDMI HOOKUP

BLUETOOTH RADIO W/ 4 SPEAKERS
TV PREP
TV ANTENNA
CABLE TV INLET
3 - 120V  OUTLETS
3 - 12V OUTLETS
4 - TIE DOWN BRACKETS
6 - CATCH COVER FISHING HOLES 
6 - CLICK LED LIGHT HOLE LIGHTS
3 - INTERIOR LED DOME LIGHTS
4 - EXTERIOR LED LIGHTS
BLUE ACCENT LIGHTING
RUBBER COIN FLOORING
48 INCH RAMPS

BASE TRAILER WEIGHT: 1,800 LBS
GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT RATING: 3,000 LBS
TONGUE WEIGHT: 260 LBS
OVERALL LENGTH: 17’
OVERALL SHELL WIDTH: 6’ 5”
EXTERIOR HEIGHT RAISED: 9’ 6”
EXTERIOR HEIGHT LOWERED: 8’ 5”
INTERIOR HEIGHT: 6’ 10” 
LP GAS CAPACITY: STARTS AT 40 LBS
FURNACE: 25,000 BTU

SPECS

OPTIONAL FEATURES
HONDA & ONAN GENERATORS - PRICE VARIES
GARMIN LIVESCOPE -  $3,299
ICEPRO CUSTOM SWIVEL CHAIRS (2) - $2,000
32” 12V SMART TV - $350 

STARTS AT
$24,995
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THE NEWEST LIGHTWEIGHT, MODERN, AND 
ALL COMPOSITE TOY HAULING-FISH HOUSE 
INNOVATION FROM THE TEAM WHO BROUGHT 
YOU THE SCAMP TRAILER.



Embark on a journey of unparalleled ice fishing 
comfort and performance with IcePro Trailers and 
our exceptional line of fiberglass lightweight fish 
houses. Crafted with precision and innovation, 
our fiberglass models redefines the standards 
of ice fishing houses, offering a perfect blend of 
durability, portability, and convenience.

At IcePro Trailers, we understand the significance 
of a thoughtfully designed fish house in enhancing 
your ice fishing experience. Meticulously 
crafted with precision and innovation, our 
fiberglass models stand out for their robust 
yet lightweight construction. With the added 
convenience of a dedicated space for storing 
your ATV, these trailers are not only designed for 
easy transport but also feature the ability to be 
towed by your ATV once you reach the ice. This 
comprehensive solution ensures swift and hassle-
free transportation to your preferred ice fishing 
locations, allowing you to focus entirely on the 
exhilarating moments of the catch.

The fiberglass construction of our fish houses 
contributes not only to overall durability but 
also enhances insulation, creating a cozy and 
warm environment even in the harshest winter 
conditions. Our dedication to quality extends to 
every detail, ensuring that your time on the ice is 
not just about catching fish but creating enduring 
memories.

IcePro Trailers takes pride in being your go-to 
source for fiberglass lightweight fish houses 
that redefine the way you approach ice fishing. 
Whether you’re a seasoned angler or a weekend 
enthusiast, our trailers are built to meet the 
demands of your adventure. Explore our selection 
today and discover the perfect companion for 
your next ice fishing expedition. Elevate your 
experience with IcePro Trailers – where innovation 
meets the ice.
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TOY HAULER

WINCH SYSTEM

The perfect solution for effortlessly transporting 
your 4-wheeler to the lake within its spacious 10ft 
x 6ft frame. This specialized trailer is designed for 
convenience, offering a dedicated and secure space to 
haul your off-road vehicle with ease. 

IcePro uses an innovative and user-friendly winch tire 
system designed to simplify the process of lowering 
the ice shelter onto the ice. Engineered with the utmost 
convenience in mind, this cutting-edge system allows 
anglers to effortlessly control the IcePro with a few easy 
turns of the winch handle. 

5 BLUETOOTH RADIO
Setting the stage for an immersive and entertaining 
ice fishing experience with its cutting-edge Bluetooth 
radio featuring HDMI hookup and a robust four-speaker 
system. Anglers can seamlessly connect their devices, 
as well as our optional 32” Smart TV via Bluetooth to 
stream their favorite tunes, shows and movies creating a 
vibrant atmosphere within the fish house.

8 ALUMINUM FRAME
Showcasing a sturdy yet lightweight aluminum frame, 
setting the benchmark for durability and portability.

6 ACRYLIC INSULATED WINDOWS
Featuring acrylic insulated windows designed to effec-
tively preserve warmth within the fish house in chilly 
conditions. These windows are not only practical for 
temperature regulation but also come with screens for 
ventilation and blinds to offer both privacy and the abili-
ty to manage the amount of natural light. 

3 CATCH COVERS & HOLE LIGHTS
IcePro sets itself apart with its thoughtfully placed Catch 
Cover fishing holes, enhanced with click LED hole lights 
for unparalleled visibility during ice fishing expeditions. 
The lights feature a user-friendly click-on mechanism, 
providing a hassle-free way to illuminate the fishing area.

7 FIBERGLASS SHELL
Fiberglass is renowned for its unmatched strength, 
lightweight properties, and resistance to the elements. 
It offers exceptional insulation, ensuring that you stay 
warm even in the coldest of conditions. Our fiberglass 
ice fishing houses are built to last, season after season, 
and deliver the ultimate ice fishing experience.

4 DUCTED FURNACE
Elevating cold-weather comfort with its powerful 
25,000 BTU ducted furnace, delivering exceptional 
heating performance for ice fishing enthusiasts. The 
ducted system allows for uniform heat dispersion, 
preventing any cold spots within the fish house. 
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RUBBER COIN FLOORING

STANDARD FEATURES

BUILT IN CABINETS & BENCH

ACRYLIC WINDOWS W/ BLINDS

OVERHEAD CABINETS W/ NETS

4 FURRION SPEAKERS

48” RAMPS 12V & 120V OUTLETS

HDMI & CABLE HOOKUP

4 TIE DOWN BRACKETS

6 CATCH COVER FISHING HOLES

BLUE ACCENT LIGHTING

INTERIOR DOME LIGHTS

DUAL LP TANKS

MOLDED INTERIOR
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LIGHT UP THE ICE
IcePro stands out with its distinctive blue accent light, a unique feature that adds a touch 

of character to the fish house. This eye-catching blue glow not only enhances the aesthetic 
appeal of the IcePro but also serves a practical purpose, providing subtle illumination in low-
light conditions. The unique blue accent light is a standout design element, setting the IcePro 

apart and contributing to the overall ambiance of the ice fishing experience.

WHY FIBERGLASS?
Our commitment to innovation is evident in our 
choice of materials. We exclusively use fiberglass in 
the construction of our ice fishing houses. Fiberglass 
is renowned for its unmatched strength, lightweight 
properties, and resistance to the elements. It offers 
exceptional insulation, ensuring that you stay warm 
even in the coldest of conditions. Our fiberglass ice 
fishing houses are built to last, season after season, 
and deliver the ultimate ice fishing experience.
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OPTIONAL FEATURES

GARMIN LIVESCOPE BUNDLEICEPRO CUSTOM SWIVEL CHAIRS (2) ONAN & HONDA GENERATORS 32” 12V SMART TV

Indulge in a day of fishing and relaxation with the 
comfort of our customized IcePro swivel chair. Featuring 

the exclusive IcePro Logo beautifully embroidered and 
equipped with adjustable armrests, this chair enhances 
your experience on the ice with style and convenience.

Elevate your ice fishing game with the enhanced 
capabilities of the Garmin LiveScope Bundle, now 

available as an added option for the IcePro. Experience 
real-time, high-resolution imaging that unveils the 

mysteries beneath the ice, allowing you to precisely 
locate fish and underwater structures.

Enhance the versatility of your IcePro system with the 
optional add on of Honda and Onan Generators. This 

added feature ensures that your ice fishing experience 
remains powered and uninterrupted, regardless of your 
location. The reliability of Honda and Onan generators 

brings a new level of convenience to your setup, 
providing a dependable source of energy for all your 

electronic equipment and accessories.

Transform your IcePro into a cozy retreat with the 
added luxury of the 32” 12 Volt Smart TV, now available 

as an added option for your IcePro. This feature 
brings entertainment to the ice, allowing you to stay 

connected and enjoy your favorite shows, sports, 
or movies during your fishing downtime. Utilize the 

Bluetooth feature to connect to the four built-in 
Furrion Speakers.

$2,000
$3,299

PRICE VARIES $350
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Introducing the IcePro’s innovative storage 
solution – the Garage, located conveniently at 
the front of your IcePro. This dedicated space 
is designed to cater to all your storage needs, 
offering a secure and organized spot for essential 
equipment. Safely stow away your auger, propane 
tanks, battery, spare tire, and 48” ramps, ensuring 
easy access and efficient use of space.

THE GARAGE 



IcePro was born out of a shared love for ice fishing 
and a desire to make this cherished pastime even 
more enjoyable. Our founders, avid ice anglers 
themselves, envisioned a new era of ice fishing, 
one where anglers could enjoy comfort, durability, 
and performance like never before. In the heart of 
Minnesota’s ice fishing country, Backus, we set out 
to create the ultimate ice fishing house, combining 
tradition with cutting-edge technology.
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